LITHIUM COMMUNITIES

Transform your website into
a social destination
In a digital-first world where consumers are hyper-connected and more demanding than ever,
brands have little room to fail. Customer experience has become the next battleground for
differentation. In a survey by Gartner, 89% of brands believe that they will mostly compete
on customer experience. We help customers create better, more valuable digital customer
experiences that give them a leg up on their competition. The results our customers get speak
for themselves.
DEMONSTRATED ROI

Community members
spend 2.5x more than
average customers

Your customers use Facebook and Twitter to connect with friends and followers. Your website
is where they come to engage online with your brand. Lithium Community transforms your
website into a social destination where you host the conversation—and reap the rewards of a
deeper relationship with your customers resulting in increased sales, reduction in customer
service costs and accelerated innovation.

Use Lithium Community to:
Improve SEO and acquisition:
• 48% improved SEO
• 8x improvement in organic search traffic
$5m annual benefit
from sales and
call deflection

39% uplift in search
traffic and members
spend 41% more

16% lift in call deflections
month over month

Increase conversion:
• 2x increase in conversion rates
• $30m annual sales for top tier US retailer
• 30-40% increase in spend by community members
Increase brand loyalty:
• 10% increase in NPS after 6 months
• 25% improved customer retention
Reduce costs and achieve greater efficiency:
• Deflect 20% of calls to your contact center
• 10-20x peer-to-peer savings over direct support
Crowdsource ideas for your next generation of products:
• 1700 customer ideas submitted in one year
• Nearly 50% of a major product release was shaped by customer input

We generate real business value for over 400 of the world’s most iconic brands by infusing user
generated content throughout your website. Then we use a unique combination of gamification,
search engine optimization (SEO), social science and a decade of best practices to drive
unparalleled levels of engagement and vibrancy.
And we do all this on your terms, giving you the flexibility to design a digital customer
experience that represents your brand and integrates seamlessly with your website, mobile
apps and enterprise systems.

Engage with customers in branded communities
Lithium Community Interaction Styles help you host and manage conversations to deliver
a digital customer experience that increases loyalty, drives sales, reduces service costs and
accelerates innovation.

Forums

Blogs

Create a venue where brand enthusiasts
can engage with each other and your
brand on discussions boards.

Drive traffic through published
content and social comments.

Q&A

Profile Plus

Contests

Enlist your superfans to increase sales
conversion rates and reduce service costs
by answering questions from peers.

Take community to the next level by
creating a personalized experience for
users based on interests expertise.

Tap into the power of competition and
motivate customers to share inspirational
brand experiences.

Ideas

Gamification

Media

Crowdsource innovation by enabling
customers to submit ideas, vote and
add comments.

Deepen engagement through game
dynamics like social reputation, rank,
badges, and privileges.

Capture attention-grabbing photos &
videos to attract site traffic and create a
more visually engaging community.

“Approximately 30 members
contributed 44% of the solutions
in the community, and in less
than one year helped us grow the
community knowledge base to
over 1200 articles.”
Mark Hopkins
Program Manager of
Social Support & Community
Lenovo

Tribal Knowledge Base
Crowdsource knowledge from customers
and employees into easy-to-consume
knowledge articles.

Drive real business value with a vibrant
community experience
Lithium provides the most advanced tools for designing, managing and analyzing vibrant online
communities.
Native Gamification: Our native gamification engine helps plant the seeds of
engagement by recognizing users’ contributions to the community and providing
them incentives to continue participating.
Lithium Social Intelligence: The power of one analytics platform gives you the
ability to evaluate performance, engagement and content across all interaction
styles. It also helps you identify top users, influencers and contributors across all
interaction styles. Gain deep insight to create vibrant communities and drive real
business value.
Lithium Studio: Create engaging, fully-branded online communities. Make all the
changes you want through a drag-and-drop interface—without IT resources.

DEMONSTRATED ROI

$6.8M annual ROI with
53% of surveyed customers
resolving their issues within the
Lithium community

29% of BSkyB customers
fully resolve their issues with
the help of community

The path to digital success
Technology isn’t everything. According to a study by Gartner, 40% of online communities are
abandoned or inactive after four months. Why? Because many companies struggle to define
their community strategies, objectives and KPIs.
Community isn’t easy. That’s why people come to us for our expertise. We’ve been doing this
for over 15 years and have a world-class team of services professionals that can help you
understand best practices that produce outstanding results. We also offer comprehensive
education and training to ensure that your community managers have what they need to make
you successful.

To learn more
For additional information about Lithium or to request a demo, please contact your Lithium
Account Representative or visit lithium.com.

Lithium delivers awesome digital customer experiences at scale for the world’s biggest brands.
Comprising Social Media Management and Communities, the Lithium engagement platform enables brands to
manage multiple digital touchpoints, facilitate millions of conversations, and drive smarter decisions through
data – connecting customers, content and conversations at the right digital moment.
Learn more at lithium.com, join our community at community.lithium.com, or follow us on Twitter
@LithiumTech. Lithium is a privately held company based in San Francisco.

